Dear Sir

Today (05/08/2020) I have taken the following steps with respect to hostel and transportation (along with Shri Rabinandan and the members of the COVID 19 task force):

- Final year students can come and stay in the hostel any time from tomorrow, all these final year students have been allotted single room in the sharavathi hostel. food too will be arranged in the mess as and when students turn up at the hostel. Very few (around 5) final year students are staying in tunga hostel, such students will be allotted single room accommodation in a separate floor (not the floor meant to be used for self isolation of students coming from other states and containment/lockdown zones) in bhadra hostel.

- Those final year students coming from outside the states and containment/lockdown areas will be allotted single room accommodation in a separate floor in the bhadra hostel and food too will be served in the same floor in the bhadra hostel. All these students will be asked to maintain strict self isolation within the bhadra hostel, self isolation within the bhadra hostel will be strictly monitored by myself along with hostel staff and watchmen.

- All the students staying in the hostel will be strictly monitored for self isolation, confining themselves to hostel premises and other COVID norms as per VTU norms, all such activities will be monitored by me/COVID task force.

- College has a dispensary with a registered medical practitioner (Doctor) operating round the clock, students and staff are requested to make use of the facility for safe health.

- Dr Tejasvi of Metro hospital has readily agreed to provide ambulance services round the clock.

- we already have sufficient liquid sanitisers and thermal scanners will be purchased through campus maintenance engineer at the NES prescribed outlet.

- All the buses have been fine tuned and campus maintenance engineer has taken up the responsibility of fumigation and sanitisation of all the buses two time daily.

- Currently for the classes/exams of final year girl students, accommodation has been arranged for single occupancy as per VTU covid norms and transportation to reach the college campus for exams too has been taken care of.

- Those hostel students wishing to use the internet for online classes, college browsing centre should open up maintaining social distancing norms prescribed by the VTU.

- Any other requirements pertaining to hostel, transportation and sanitisation/fumigation, kindly send me the request here, I will immediately attend to such a request on a priority basis.

- It is the responsibility of myself and COVID task force to ensure COVID free campus.
Following faculties and staff are part of the "COVID TASK FORCE" to oversee all the above activities (academic, hostel, transportation and other activities) of the college as per VTU/Government of karnataka COVID 19 norms:

DR H RAGHAVENDRA PROFESSOR MECH ENGG
DR H B SURESH PROFESSOR EE DEPARTMENT
DR CHETAN K R ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR C S DEPT
SHRI NEERAJ ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL ENGG DEPT
SMT SREEDEVI ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR C S DEPT AND WARDEN LADIES HOSTEL
SHRI HARISHA S B  ASSISTANT PROFESSOR TCE DEPT
VISHWANATH HOSTEL DEPARTMENT
SANJAY HOSTEL DEPARTMENT
SHRI CHETHAN CAMPUS MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

Thanking you with regards

DR M M RAJATH HEGDE
PROFESSOR AND DEAN INFRASTRUCTURE
JNNCE